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Abstract. With the rise of technology over the last decade, the number
of smart wearable devices, low-cost sensors as well as inexpensive data
storage technologies have been increasing rapidly, making it easy for any-
one to use them to capture the details of their everyday’s life and create
an enormous dataset which can include photos, videos, biometric and
GPS information. These kinds of activities can be referred to as Lifelog-
ging, which is becoming a popular trend in the research community. One
of the most important tasks of processing lifelog data is to retrieve the
moments of interest from the lifelog, which is also referred to as lifelog
semantic access task. Our proposed system provides a novel way to ex-
tract semantic from the lifelog data using scene classification and object
detection, including object color detection. In addition, we also design a
user interface which can efficiently visualize moments in the lifelog. Us-
ing our solution, we achieve the first rank in Lifelog Moment Retrieval
task of ImageCLEF Lifelog 2019 with F1@10 score of 0.61.

Keywords: Lifelog Retrieval · Object Color Detection · User Interac-
tion.

1 Introduction

In a formal definition, a lifelog is the phenomenon whereby people record
their own daily life in a varying amount of detail, for a variety of purposes.
The record contains a more or less comprehensive dataset of a human’s life and
activities.

The concept of "Lifelog" has been around for a long time. A diarist named
Robert Shields, who manually recorded 25 years of his life from 1972 to 1997 at
5-minute intervals in his diary, is probably the first ever lifelogger in the world.
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He spent hours a day in the office recording data such as his body temperature,
blood pressure, medications, .etc. In addition, he only slept for two hours at a
time so he could be able to write about his dreams. His work consists of 37-million
word diary which is also considered to be the longest ever written.

From an information science perspective, lifelogging provides us with huge
archives of personal data. However, these are usually raw data which have no
annotations, no semantic descriptions or even contain errors. Therefore, to make
this data usable, it is a challenge to build a system that can understand the data
semantically.

Nowadays, due to the dramatic increase of smart wearable devices. It is easier
for anyone to use these devices to capture the details of their everyday’s life and
create an enormous dataset which can include photos, videos, biometric and
GPS information. This type of dataset is commonly referred to as lifelog.

Lifelog analysis has a lot of benefits in research and applications, it can help
to give a better intuition about human activities on a regular basis as well as
improving their own wellness. Particularly, lifelogging analysis that aims [5] to
retrieve the moments of interest from lifelog data can help people to revive
memories [12], verify events, find entities, or analyze people’s social traits [3].
There are many other challenging tasks in lifelog analysis that also have great
potential in research and application. In this paper, we will focus on solving the
Lifelog Semantic Access Task, whose mission is to retrieve moments of interest
from the lifelog data.

We view this problem as two separate subproblems. The first subproblem
aims to preprocess the data and annotate each data with appropriate meta-
data. We propose a way to extract basic and advanced concepts from the lifelog
dataset. The second subproblem aims to design and provide a friendly user in-
terface that enables novice users to interact with the queries and visualize the
moment in a way that they can easily solve the search topic.

Comparing to our previous lifelog retrieval systems [10], the improvement on
this system focus on more advanced concepts and more efficient user interaction.
With this system, we efficiently solved the 10 test topics of ImageCLEF 2019
Lifelog (LMRT) and achieve the best result comparing to other runs.

In Section 2, we discuss some recent challenges and achievements in Lifelog
research. We propose our methods in Section 3 where we focus on the offline
data processing and user interaction. In Section 4, we give an example of how
our system assists a novice user to retrieve the moments of interest from the
lifelog. The conclusion and a discussion of what can be done in the future work
are presented in Section 5.

2 Related Work

Comparing the performance of information access and retrieval systems that
operate on lifelog data is among the interesting topics for researchers worldwide
recently. One of the first significant conferences that focus on known-item search



and activity understanding applied over lifelog data was NTCIR-12 which hap-
pened in 2016 [4]. The lifelog data used in this conference is collected from 3
different volunteers wearing cameras to record visual daily life data for a month.
Furthermore, the conference also provides a concept detector to support the
participating teams. Many different analytic approaches and applications are
discussed in the conference due to the enormous amount of data in the lifelog.

In ImageCLEFlifelog 2017, more information is added to the lifelog dataset,
some are semantic locations such as coffee shops and restaurants, others are
physical activities such as walking, cycling and running. The tasks on this dataset
include a retrieval task which includes the evaluation of result image correctness,
and a task in which the dataset is summarized by a specific requirement.

Lifelog is one of the four main tasks in ImageCLEF 2019 [7]. The main goal is
to promote the evaluation of technologies for annotation, indexing and retrieval
of visual data. The task aims to provide information access to large collections
of images.

The annual Lifelog Search Challenge (LSC) takes more effort on the eval-
uation of interactive lifelog retrieval systems. In the LSC 2018 [1], associated
with the dataset was 6 testing and 16 evaluation multimodal topics representing
challenging real-world information needs.

In the previous version of our system [10], we proposed a retrieval system
that is able to detect basic concepts. In our other work [9], we also conducted
experiments on our system where a novice user uses the system to perform
retrieval tasks.

Taking advantage of our previous works, we build a more efficient system
that aims to detect more advanced concepts and improve the performance by
applying modern techniques.

3 Proposed Retrieval System

3.1 Retrieval System Overview

To solve the retrieval task, we first evaluate the dataset to figure what kind
of places and concepts we should focus on. After the evaluation, we find that
the accurate and relevant information about the place and objects appearing on
the lifelog data combined with a user interface that allows users to traverse back
and forth from a specific moment will be sufficient to retrieve the moments of
interest. Therefore, we break down the problem into the offline data processing
problem and user interaction problem. We then process to solve these problems
separately. The platform has two main processes (Figure 1):
1. The offline data processing aims to annotate each moment in the dataset

with metadata that the user of the system can later use to retrieve the
moment of interest. This process employs machine learning methods and
vision-based algorithm to extract information about the visual scene, the
concepts appearing on the image, etc., and use this information to annotate
the image.



Fig. 1: Two main steps in our system: Offline Data Processing and Online Re-
trieval Process

2. The online retrieval process aims to provide a friendly user interface for the
retrieval step which involves human interaction.

Our system architecture separate the back-end and the front-end, this will
give us benefits in development, deployment and future improvement. For the
back-end, we develop a RESTFul web service that performs retrieval tasks and
provides data for its clients. The architecture of the back-end is based on the
traditional multi-tier architecture. We employ three layer: the handler layer that
handles requests and responses, the service layer that performs all the logic of
our application, and data access layer which is in charge of reading data from
and writing data to files and databases. The overview of the system architecture
is illustrated in Figure 2

3.2 Retrieval System’s Components

Main components of our system are illustrated in Figure 3. In the offline
data processing step, we have two main goals. First, we aim to annotate each
image in the lifelog with the metadata that consists of the information about
scene’s category, scene’s attributes, and appearing concepts. Second, we provide
a method to index the dataset based on these metadata for fast retrieval.



Fig. 2: Overview of our retrieval system architecture

For object detection, we employ a basic object detector trained on MS COCO
2014 dataset [11] and our habit-based detectors that take advantage of the Open
Image V4 dataset [8]. Furthermore, a classifying model is trained to predict the
scene’s category and scene’s attributes. In addition, we develop an object color
detector to further improve our system.

3.3 Scene classification

To classify scenes in the lifelog dataset, we train the Residual Network
(ResNet) on Places365-Standard dataset [13]. In this paper, ResNet152 has the
highest top-5 accuracy when tested on the validation set and the test set com-
pare to other three popular CNN architectures, AlexNet, GoogLeNet, and VGG
16 convolutional-layer CNN. With this model, we can annotate each image in
the lifelog dataset with about 102 scene attributes and 365 scene categories.



Fig. 3: Main components of the proposed system (Lifelog retrieval system V2)

3.4 COCO object detector

To detect the concepts appearing on the images, we use the Faster R-CNN
with a backbone of the 101-layer residual net (ResNet-101) and train our model
on the MS COCO 2014 dataset (1) [11]. With this concept detector, we are able
to detect 80 categories of concept. Furthermore, we group these categories into
11 super-categories as in the MS COCO [11].

3.5 Habit-based concept detector

We find that the lifeloggers, as well as any person, have several habits in their
lives, they usually eat certain kinds of food, enjoy certain kinds of drink, and
participate in certain activities. Because of this observation and our evaluation
of the lifelog dataset, we prepare a number of detectors which aim to detect the
concepts that appear many times in the daily life of the lifelogger in particular,
and the people in his/her country in general.

3.6 Object color detection

Some search topic contains specific information about color of the object.
Being able to detect an object with specific color in the lifelog dataset will
improve our system performance a lot. Because of this reason, we develop our
object color detector by applying Mask R-CNN [6] and K-means clustering.



To detect the color of the object, we propose a method to find the object’s
dominant colors through clustering. We use “K-means Clustering” as the clus-
tering technique. After applying the mask of the object on the image, we cluster
pixels of the image by three channels: Red, Green, Blue. After the clustering
process, the color at each cluster center will represent the color of that cluster,
these colors will determine the dominant colors of the object.

Before applying K-means clustering method, we first standardize the vari-
ables (the values of red, green, blue channels) by dividing each data point by the
standard deviation. This is for ensuring that the variations in each variable will
affect the clusters equally.

We then perform clustering and experiment with several numbers of clusters
to find the relevant number of clusters. We decide to have three clusters, repre-
senting three dominant colors of the object. Finally, we annotate the image in
the dataset with this object colors.

Figure 4 demonstrates object detection and segmentation on the lifelog dataset.
Taking the person wearing a black cloth and a blue jacket in Figure 4 for exam-
ple, after applying the mask to the image, Figure 5 and Figure 6 illustrate the
dominant colors of this object with 7 and 3 clusters respectively

Fig. 4: An example of detection and segmentation of objects in the lifelog dataset

3.7 User interaction

A friendly user interface is one of the most important aspects of our system.
This user interface design must meet these two goals:
1. The novice user can easily query the images from the dataset with the desired

attributes.
2. The novice user can traverse back and forth from a specific result moment,

and choose what images are the correct ones.



Fig. 5: Dominant colors extracted from the object using 7 clusters

Fig. 6: Dominant colors extracted from the object using 3 clusters



We design a friendly user interface that meets these goals and develop a web
application applying this design. In our web application, we provide the user
with 3 main views, the user can easily switch between these views:Search mode,
Result mode, and Semi mode.

Moreover, a view for reviewing the answers is also provided. In this view, the
user can view all of his/her chosen images for a specific topic, remove incorrect
ones and change the images’ order.

Our retrieval system supports the user to automatically fill in input fields
based on a description of the event in natural language. To build this feature,
we first split the description into words. For each word, we find its position
in the sentence (Noun, Verb, Adjective, Adverb, etc.), we only collect words
which are nouns and verbs. After this step, we have a list of collected words, we
then enhance this list by adding words that are in the thesaurus (synonyms and
related concepts) of these words. The complete process is shown in Figure 7. A
demonstration of this feature is shown in Figure 8.

Fig. 7: A complete process of extracting keywords from the event description to
automatically fill in input fields

We employ the pagination strategy to visualize the resulting events to the
user. This feature allows the user to visualize the result in pages, the user can
navigate through each page and see the corresponding results. Also, the user can
choose the number of results per page. The pagination process is conducted on
the server side. Because the cost of resources for making a retrieval process is
expensive, we do not execute this process whenever the user navigates through
pages. Instead of that, the results of the retrieval are cached on the memory
of the server. We use key-value caching, we use the information of the retrieval



Fig. 8: A demonstration of the system’s Automatic Input feature, keywords ex-
tracting from the search topic are automatically filled in

criteria (represented in a configured format) as keys and the retrieval results as
values. Whenever the user executes a retrieval, the results are computed and
cached. After that, when the user navigates through each page, we only perform
the pagination on the cached data and return the results to the user. Finally,
when the user makes the next retrieval with different criteria, we latest set of
results on cache is cleared. Our cache keeps up to three sets of retrieval results.
The complete flow is illustrated in Figure 9.



Fig. 9: A caching method to improve the performance of the system’s pagination
feature

4 Experiment with Queries in ImageCLEF Lifelog 2019

4.1 Overall

In this section, we present how our system performs in practice where it is
used to retrieve the moments in the lifelog which corresponds to a given search
topic. The system automatically generates some of the input fields for the user
and allows the user to modify them to get the correct result. The system provides
a flexible way and multiple tools for the user to do the task, but the user also
needs to picture the moments and decide what needs to be in the inputs in order
to get a more precise result. Although our system’s user interface is user-friendly
and self-explained itself, many tooltips and pop up instructions are supported
to guide the user.



4.2 Task and Dataset

The detail of the dataset gathering process as well as the task’s desciption is
described in [2]. The task is split into two related subtasks using a completely
new rich multimodal dataset which consists of 29 days of data from one lifelogger.

4.3 Search topic

Find the moment when user 1 was having breakfast at home.
Note: User 1 was having breakfast at home and the breakfast time must be

from 5:00 AM until 9:00 AM.
Time is one of the most important aspects of this topic. The correct moments

need to be in the range of time from 5:00 AM to 9:00 AM. Our system provides
an easy way for the user to retrieve moments in an exact range of time in the
day. Moreover, our food detector performs efficiently in the lifelog data and is
able to detect moments when the lifelogger was having a meal. By inputting 5:00
AM, 9:00 AM as the time range, food as the concept appearing, and "Home" as
the location’s name, the user can retrieve every moment when the lifelogger was
having breakfast at home in the morning.

Fig. 10: Result moments for topic: "Find the moment when user 1 was having
breakfast at home."

Find the moment when u1 was looking at items in a toyshop.
Note: To be considered relevant, u1 must be clearly in a toyshop. Various

toys are being examined, such as electronic trains, model kits, and board games.
Being in an electronics store, or a supermarket, are not considered to be relevant.



The only relevant scene’s category is toyshop, which is one of the categories
in Place365 Standard dataset. Our system was able to retrieve all the moments
when the lifelogger was shopping in a toyshop. There were two moments retrieved
for this topic. Using image sequence view, we chose every relevant image which
our system retrieved. We then finalized our result (Figure 11).

Fig. 11: Reviewing answer for topic: "Find the moment when u1 was looking at
items in a toyshop."

Through the mentioned example queries, we aim to demonstrate the possible
strategies for users to use our retrieval system in different scenarios. Depending
on specific needs to query for a certain moment, a user can begin to retrieve
related scenes based on scene’s category, scene’s attributes, or objects existing
in images. Then the user can expand the sequence of images from a single image
to further evaluate the context of the moment.

Find the moment when u1 was having coffee with two person.
Note: Find the moment when u1 was having coffee with two person. One

was wearing blue shirt and the other one was wearing white cloth. Gender is not
relevant.

In this search topic, there are some advanced concepts such as blue shirt and
white cloth, which indicate not only the objects but also their colors. Our system
supports the user to search in the lifelog dataset for objects with basic colors.
By search for concept "person" and the color "blue", the user of our system can
efficiently retrieve the relevant moments (Figure 12).

4.4 Result in ImageCLEF Lifelog 2019

We participate in the ImageCLEF Lifelog 2019 - Lifelog Moment Retrieval
task with the team name "HCMUS". In the ImageCLEF Lifelog 2019 [2], F1-



Fig. 12: Reviewing answer for topic: "Find the moment when u1 was having
coffee with two person."

measure at 10 is used to evaluate the performance of participating systems.
Figure 13 demonstrates the result of our team (HCMUS) in comparing with the
results of other teams in Lifelog Moment Retrieval task of ImageCLEF 2019
Lifelog. According to the result, our system has the highest F1-measure at 10.
The detail of our system performance is illustrated in Table 1, with Cluster
Recall at 10 (CR@10), Precision at 10 (P@10), and F1-measure at 10 (F1@10)

Query P@10 CR@10 F1@10
1 1 1 1
2 0.6 0.1 0.16
3 0.5 0.28 0.36
4 1 0.75 0.86
5 0.8 0.56 0.66
6 0 0 0
7 0.7 1 0.82
8 0.5 0.33 0.4
9 0.9 0.57 0.7
10 1 1 1

Table 1: Detail of our system performance in ImageCLEF Lifelog 2019 test topics

Although our system can achieve very promising results comparing to other
systems, we still need to further improve our system to better represent unfa-
miliar concepts and integrate various interaction modalities to assist users in
exploring lifelog data.



Fig. 13: ImageCLEF 2019 Lifelog - LMRT Leaderboard. The result is evaluated
by F1-measure at 10. Our system has the highest result comparing to other runs



5 Conclusion

Our system supports the user to retrieve the moments of interest from the
lifelog by 2 main steps: offline processing of the data (including annotating each
image with metadata and structure the data for better performance and scala-
bility), and optimize the user interaction (including a user-friendly design web
application which supports flexible ways of searching and selecting results).

However, there are still some aspects that our system needs to improve. The
user still needs to picture the moments to decide what scene category the images
should be, and what concepts should be in the images.

In the future works, we will look into the aspect of natural language semantics
to give our system the ability to understand the topic search and suggest more
relevant inputs for the user.
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